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ABSTRACT

A method and system for managing traffic between a first
provider edge and a second provider edge in a network. The
network includes logical paths between the first provideredge
and the second provider edge. For each logical path, jitter,
packet delay, and packet loss are identified. For each logical
path, a path usage is calculated as a function of the identified
jitter, packet delay, and packet loss. Most recent data received
by the first provideredge is transmitted to the second provider
edge via a selected logical path that has a highest path usage
for which transmitting the received most recent data does not
result in the selected logical path managing a higher percent
age of network traffic than is dictated by the highest usage
value for the selected logical path.
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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR LOAD
BALANCING TRAFFIC IN A MPLS
NETWORK
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0001. The present invention relates generally to network
traffic and more particularly to a system and method for load
balancing traffic in MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS)
networks.
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0008. A drawback of such mapping is that it static and
cannot be adjusted automatically on the service provider
backbone usage and/or for any QOS policy modifications,
thereby causing congestion.
0009 Moreover, the real time and on-demand solutions
massively deployed today at end user sites may conduct that
a QOS policy provided by a service provider be considered
rapidly obsolete.
0010. The present invention solves the aforementioned
problems.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0002 Servers supporting mission-critical applications
(i.e. financial transactions, database access, corporate intra
nets, etc.) must exchange traffic across data networks. More
over, additional time sensitive applications (i.e. Voice over IP.
Video) need to be carried across networks. Additionally, net
works need the ability to scale performance to handle large
numbers of end user requests without creating unwanted
delays.
0003 Network load balancing distributes traffic to mul
tiple paths inside the network, each path going across differ
ent network equipment (Routers). Network load balancing
transparently partitions the end user requests among the net
work paths.
0004 Currently, the network routing protocols send traffic
according to the shortest path between the end user and the
application. Usually, the shortest path is determined based on

0011. The present invention provides a method for man
aging traffic in a network and an associated computer pro
gram product, computer system, and process for Supporting
computer infrastructure. The method comprises:
0012 identifying I label switch paths P, (i-1,2,..., I),
each label Switch path P. beginning at a first provider edge and
ending at a second provider edge, wherein the first provider
edge and the second provideredge each reside in the network,
and wherein I is a total number of paths in the network such
that I is a positive integer of at least 2;
0013 for each label switch path P. (i-1,2,...,I), identi

static criteria Such as least number of intermediate devices in

the path (less hops), or larger capacity links (in terms of
bandwidth). As the number of end users utilizing an applica
tion increases, the shortest path becomes congested.
0005 MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS) refers to a
mechanism which directs and transfers data between Wide

Area Networks (WANs) nodes with high performance,
regardless of the content of the data. MPLS belongs to the
family of packet-switched networks. MPLS makes it easy to
create “virtual links' between nodes on the network, regard
less of the protocol of their encapsulated data. It can be used
to carry many different kinds of traffic, including IP packets,
as well as native ATM, SONET, and Ethernet frames. It is a

highly scalable, protocol independent, data-carrying mecha
nism. Packet-forwarding decisions are made solely on the
contents of the labels, without the need to examine the packet.
0006. This allows one to create end-to-end circuits across
any type of transport medium, using any protocol. The pri
mary benefit is to eliminate dependence on a particular Data
Link Layer technology, such as ATM, frame relay, SONET or
Ethernet, and eliminate the need for multiple Layer 2 net
works to satisfy different types of traffic. MPLS operates at an
OSI Model layer that is generally considered to lie between
traditional definitions of Layer 2 (Data Link Layer) and Layer
3 (Network Layer), and thus is often referred to as a “Layer
2.5” protocol. It was designed to provide a unified data
carrying service for both circuit-based clients and packet
Switching clients which provide a datagram service model.
0007. In MultiProtocol Label Switching networks, each
service provider defines his own specific Quality of Service
QOS policy over its MPLS backbone. The mapping
between the nature of traffic (real-time voice over IP video
streaming, http transactional, unidirectional, connection ori
ented, connection less) and the QOS policies of each service
provider depends on the service provider QOS policy and is
statically configured on each backbone edge router.

fying J logical paths LP, (j=1,2,..., J), wherein J=2Y such

that N is a positive integer of at least 2, and wherein said J
logical paths for the I label switch paths consist of Klogical
paths such that K=I*J;

(0014) for each logical path LP, (i=1,2,..., I andj=1,2,
..., J), identifying jitter J, and packet delay D, and packet
loss L.
10015 for each logical path LP, (i=1,2,..., I andj=1,2,
..., J), calculating a path usage U, as a first function of said
J, and saidD, and said L., wherein U is a fraction denoting
a highest percentage of total network traffic that logical path
LP, can manage;
0016 said first provider edge receiving most recent data;

and

0017 transmitting said received most recent data from the
first provider edge to the second provider edge via a selected
logical path of the Klogical path Such that the selected logical
path comprises a highest path usage for which said transmit
ting said received most recent data does not result in the
selected logical path managing a higher percentage of net
work traffic than is dictated by said highest usage value com
prised by said selected logical path.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0018 FIG. 1 illustrates an environment of a MPLS net
work, in accordance with embodiments of the present inven
tion.

(0019 FIG. 2 shows a header of a MPLS data packet, in
accordance with embodiments of the present invention.
0020 FIG.3 illustrates an environment in which a method
for an adaptive load sharing to balance network traffic may be
implemented, in accordance with embodiments of the present
invention.

0021 FIG. 4 shows a flow chart of a method to balance
network traffic, in accordance with embodiments of the

present invention.
0022 FIG. 5 is a flow chart describing a process for trans
mitting the most recently received data from a first provider
edge to a second provider edge, in accordance with embodi
ments of the present invention.
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0023 FIG. 6 is a flow chart describing a method for man
aging traffic in a network, inaccordance with embodiments of
the present invention.
0024 FIG. 7 illustrates a computer system which may
facilitate a method for implementing adaptive load sharing to

data to travel from one designated point to another. One-way
Latency is measured by sending a packet of data across the
network and by comparing the time the packet was sent with
the time the packet was received, assuming both sending and
receiving devices have their clock synchronized using a Net

balance network traffic, in accordance with embodiments of

work Time Protocol.

the present invention.

0041 FIG. 1 illustrates a MPLS network environment
100, in accordance with embodiments of the present inven
tion. The MPLS network environment 100 comprises a first

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

0025. The present invention provides a system and a
method for automatically adapting the load sharing in a
MPLS network.

0026. The present invention provides a system and method
for load sharing traffic across all transmission paths.
0027. The present invention measures the real time appli
cation requirements (delay to reach the destination, loss of
packets, jitter) of each service provider QOS policy to adapt
the load sharing.
0028. The present invention allows adapting the load shar
ing to modifications or adjustments of the service provider
QOS policies.
0029. In one embodiment, there is provided a method for
load balancing traffic between a first provider edge and a
second provider edge in a MPLS network. The first provider
edge is coupled to the second provider edge through a plural
ity of transmission paths and the method comprises the steps
of:

0030 for each transmission path:
0031 defining a group of logical paths, each logical
path being identified by a field value within the header of
a data packet to be transmitted;
0032 measuring a set of traffic parameters for each
logical path; and
0033 calculating a logical path usage value for each
logical path from the measurement step;
0034) scoring the logical path usage values of the plurality
of transmission paths; and
0035 selecting one or several transmission paths associ
ated to the one or several logical paths having the highest
score to send traffic.

0.036 Embodiments of the invention are described herein
after by way of examples with reference to the accompanying
Figures and drawings, using the following definitions of the
terms: provider edge, jitter, packet loss, and packet
delay.
0037. The term provider edge as defined herein refers to
a network hardware device situated between one network

service provider's area and areas administered by other net
work providers.
0038. The term jitter as defined herein refers to unwanted
variation of one or more characteristics of a periodic signal in
electronics and telecommunications. Jitter may be seen in
characteristics such as the interval between successive pulses,
or the amplitude, frequency, or phase of Successive cycles.
0039. The term packet loss as defined herein refers to the
situation where one or more packets of data traveling across a
computer network fail to reach their destination. Packet loss
can be caused by a number of factors, including signal deg
radation over the network medium or over saturated network

links, corrupted packets rejected in-transit, faulty networking
hardware, maligned system drivers or network applications,
normal routing routines, etc.
0040. The term packet delay and/or latency as defined
herein refers to the period of time necessary for a packet of

network 102 connected to both a second network 104 and a

third network 106. The first network 102 comprises a first
provider edge (PE1) 108 connecting the first network 102
with the second network 104. The first network 102 also

comprises a second provider edge (PE2) 110 connecting the
first network 102 with the third network 106. It is understood

that while FIG. 1 illustrates the first network 102 comprising
two provider edges (PE1 108 and PE2110), the first network
102 may comprise a number of provider edges ranging from
one to infinity.
0042. Moreover, the first network 102 comprises a plural
ity of network hardware devices 112 through 124 intercon
nected via transmission paths 126, generally named Label
Switch Paths LSP being, inter alia, Ethernet cables, fiber
optic cables, radio-wave signals, satellite signals, etc.
0043. Between the first provider edge 108 and the second
provider edge 110, there is a plurality of paths (Label Switch
Path LSP) through which information may be sent. For
example, with respect to FIG. 1, one LSP from PE1 108 to
PE2110 may travel along devices A112, B114, and C 116.
A first alternative LSP from PE1 108 to PE2 110 may be
through devices D 118, E 120. F 122, and G 124. A second
alternative LSP from PE1 108 to PE2 110 may be through
devices D 118, A112, B114, F 122, G 124, and C 116.
0044. In a MPLS network, the LSP is selected at the

ingress edge by a Label Edge Router (LER) and is based on a

Service Level measure, known as IPSLA. So, there is one IP

SLA associated to one LSP. Then, using a Label Distribution
Protocol (LDP), the LER distributes to Label Switched Rout
ers (LSRs) the individual link selections that comprise the
end-to-end path selection. The LER inserts labels into the
headers of the individual packets in the flow. As the LSRs
receive the packets, they examine the short labels, compare
them against a label database, Switch the existing label for a
new one, and quickly forward the packet across an appropri
ate link to the next LER. The process is repeated by each LSR
until the packet reaches the egress LER, which Strips the tag
away as the packet exits the network.
0045. Each LSP from PE1 108 to PE2 110 has its own
values for jitter, packet loss, and packet delay. As already
discussed, conventional network load sharing methods sim
ply look to the shortest path (i.e. least amount of hardware)
between PE1 108 and PE2 110. However, as this shortest

path receives all the traffic, it may experience jitter, packet
loss, and packet delay.
0046 FIG. 2 shows a header of a MPLS data packet, in
accordance with embodiments of the present invention. In a
MPLS network, data packets areassigned labels at the ingress
edge PE1 when entering the MPLS network. Data packets are
prefixed with a MPLS header such as the header 200 shown of
FIG. 2, containing one or more labels. Each label entry
contains four fields:

0047 a Label field 202 made of 20-bits:
0048 an “EXP field 204 made of 3-bits for containing
class of service information;
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0049 a “S” field 206 made of 1-bit. When S is set, the
current label is the last in the stack;

0050 a TTL field 208 made of 8-bits for containing a
time to live indicator.

0051. The EXP field 204 is used in the MPLS label to infer
the Class of Service for a particular traffic. When measuring
the IPSLA for a specific LSP the EXP value is fixed and there
is one EXP value associated to one LSP.

0052. With the 3 bits available in the EXP label field, the
MPLS label is used in the present invention to define eight
logical transmission paths, as Table 1 shows in the breakdown
of bits:
TABLE 1.
EXP bits value

Logical Path

OOO
OO1
O10
O11
1OO
101
110
111

O
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0053 FIG.3 illustrates an environment in which a method
for an adaptive load sharing to balance network traffic may be
implemented, in accordance with embodiments of the present
invention With reference to FIG. 3, an example of eight logi
cal paths for one LSP is shown in a MPLS network 300 of the
type as previously described with reference to FIG.1. At the
ingress edge, the provideredge PE1108 enables and manages
eight logical paths (302,304. . . . .316), namely one logical
path per EXP value.
0054. It has to be appreciated that such eight logical paths
are defined for each LSP existing from the ingress edge. Such
as the LSPs described for FIG. 1: LSP 1 from PE1108 to PE2

110 that through devices A112, B114, and C116, and LSP 2
through devices D 118, E 120, F 122, and G 124, and LSP 3
through devices D 118, A 112, B114, F 122, G 124, and C
116.

0055. In operation, 8 IPSLAS are sent from the provider
edge PE1, one per EXP value, for each LSP in order to get the
traffic conditions of the delay, jitter and packet loss measured
unidirectionally from PE1 to PE2.
0056. At the egress edge, upon reception of an IPSLA,
PE2 computes the SLA required parameters and replies to
PE1 by time stamping the current IPSLA traffic. The corre
sponding logical path is then assigned with a traffic condition
value.

0057 Each of the eight logical paths of a LSP is similarly
assigned with a traffic condition value.
0058. Once all logical paths for all LSPs are tested, the
ingress PE1 gets, in real time all the IPSLAs time stamping.
0059 Each pair of (LSP, EXP) gets a scoring of acceptable
percentage of traffic, and the router of ingress PE1 marks the
EXP field of incoming data packets with an appropriate (LSP.
EXP) bit values to allow routing of the data packet to the
assigned LSP. The data packets are then distributed on the
LSPs according to the respective percentage. Provider edge
PE1 is thus able to select which IP packets to be sent on which
LSP depending on the IPSLA statistics of each possible path.
If the IPSLA statistics change, the load-sharing algorithm
adjusts the load sharing across all new identified possible
paths.

0060. To exemplify, consider the following illustrative
example (“Example A'). If2 LSPs among the three identified
are selected, LSP 1 and LSP 2, the final load sharing among
the eight logical paths of LSP 1 and the eight logical paths of
LSP 2 may give the following statistical distribution,
wherein the logical path LSP 1 having the EXP field set to 7
being the optimal route for receiving 15% of the total traffic:
0061 on LSP 1, with EXP set to 0: 5% of the total traffic;
0062 on LSP 1, with EXP set to 1:2% of the total traffic;
0063 on LSP 1, with EXP set to 2: 7% of the total traffic;
0064 on LSP 1, with EXP set to 3:10% of the total traffic;
0065 on LSP 1, with EXP set to 4: 6% of the total traffic;
0066 on LSP 1, with EXP set to 5: 5% of the total traffic;
0067 on LSP 1, with EXP set to 6: 5% of the total traffic;
0068 on LSP 1, with EXP set to 7: 15% of the total traffic;
0069 on LSP 2, with EXP set to 0: 5% of the total traffic;
0070 on LSP 2, with EXP set to 1: 5% of the total traffic;
(0071 on LSP 2, with EXP set to 2: 4% of the total traffic;
0072 on LSP 2, with EXP set to 3: 12% of the total traffic;
0073 on LSP 2, with EXP set to 4: 5% of the total traffic;
0074 on LSP 2, with EXP set to 5: 5% of the total traffic;
0075 on LSP 2, with EXP set to 6: 5% of the total traffic;
0076 on LSP 2, with EXP set to 7: 4% of the total traffic.
(0077. The calculation of LSP IP SLA per EXP may be
performed at regular intervals. In one implementation, the
interval is set to a minimum of 3 minutes, to allow a Smooth

adaptation of the load sharing.
0078. In an alternate embodiment, traffic requirements of
the current application originating the traffic are used to select
the best match transmission path. Based on the traffic condi
tion values collected as previously described, and according
to the application traffic requirements (i.e., threshold values
in term of delay to reach the destination, number of loss
packets, jitter) a computation is then made at PE1 to identify
if and how LSP(s) are having acceptable SLAS values con
forming to the application traffic requirements.
007.9 The application traffic requirements are available
from a centralized database which stores various traffic

requirements by application. The database may be updated on
a regular basis.
0080. If no LSP matches exactly the application traffic
requirements, then the ingress PE1 may: (i) deliver a warning
message to a terminal session, syslog servers, SNMP traps,
and mail administrator; (ii) drop the traffic; or (iii) select the
LSP having the most approaching SLA values compared to
the traffic requirements.
I0081. If at least one LSP matches the application traffic
requirements, then the load sharing among the logical paths
of the selected LSP(s) is computed to share the traffic accord
ingly.
0082 FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a method 400 to balance
network traffic, in accordance with embodiments of the

present invention.
I0083. The method 400 begins with step 402 which com
prises identifying all transmission paths LSP from the first
provider edge PE1 108 to the second provider edge PE2110
(see FIG. 1, Supra). For ease of understanding, each path
(LSP) is represented as P. indexed from i=1 to i=I, where I is
a positive number greater than 1 and equal to the total number
of paths from the first provider edge PE1 108 to the second
provideredge PE2110. Once each path from the first provider
edge PE1 108 to the second provider edge PE2 110 is iden
tified, the first provider edge PE1 108 stores P, for i=1,2,...
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, I in a library (Label Information Database) residing within
the first provider edge PE1 108.
0084. After completion of step 402, the method continues
with step 404 which allows identifying all logical paths LPs
for each identified transmission path.
0085. In next step 406, each logical path is tested to deter
mine (i.e., ascertain) the packet delay, packet loss, and jitter
parameters. For ease of understanding, each logical path of

path (LSP) P, is represented as LP, indexed from i=1,2,...
, I andj=1 to j=J, where J is an integer equal to the number of
possible combinations (2*) derived from the number of bits
(N) available in the EXP field of the MPLS data packet header
(i.e., three bits with N=3 in the current MPLS networks lead

ing to J-2, namely eight, logical paths as previously
described). For each index i (i=1,2,...,I), LP, corresponds
to EXP-1 (=1,2,..., J). For example for each index i (i-1,
2,...,I) with N=3 and J=8, LP, corresponds to EXP=0, LP,

corresponds to EXP=1,..., and LPs corresponds to EXP=7.

I0086). In one embodiment, the test includes the first pro

vider edge PE1 108 sending artificial data through the first
network 102 to the second provider edge PE2 110 for each

LP, For each LP, the first provider edge PE1 108 records
the packet delay D, in terms of milliseconds, the jitter J, in
terms of milliseconds, and the packet loss L., in terms of
losses per ten million (10 mm). Thereinafter, the first provider
edge PE1 108 stores D, J, and L in the library.
0087. After completion of step 406, the method continues
with step 408 which comprises calculating logical path usage
values from the first provider edge PE1 108 to the second
provider edge PE2110.
0088. In one embodiment of the present invention, step
408 first calculates an intermediate value called the path rate

R., for i=1,2,..., I andj=1,2,..., J. The path rate R, is
calculated utilizing D, J, and L, as well as three variables:

a delay ratio (DN); a jitter ratio (JN); and a loss ratio (LN)
which are integers having a value between Zero (0) and one
thousand twenty four (1024). The variables DN, JN, and LN
may be provided as input by an end user at the first provider
edge.

I0089. Specifically, R is calculated according to a linear
function of J, and D, and L. For example, R. D., DN+
J. *JN+L *LN for i=1,2,..., I andj=1,2,..., J, wherein
DN, JN, and JN are used as proportionality constants for
calculating R. In one embodiment, R, is calculated accord
ing to a non-linear function of J, and D, and L. After
calculating R, step 408 calculates the weight per path W,
The weight per path W, is calculated according to:
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0093. In one embodiment of the present invention, path

usage U, is calculated according to the function

for i=1,2,..., I andj=1, 2, ... J. The resulting logical path

usage U is a fraction representing the highest percentage of
total network traffic which a given logical path LP, can
manage. After path usage U, is calculated for i=1,2,..., I,
andj=1,2,...J., step 408 stores the path usage U, results in

a library managed by the first provider edge PE1 108.
(0094. After completion of step 408, the method 400 con
tinues with step 410 which comprises distributing data pack
ets among the logical paths according to the calculated path

usage U, Values. In one embodiment of the present invention,

when receiving data originating from the second network
104, the first provider edge PE1 108 will look to the path

usage values U, for i=1,2,..., I andj=1,2,...J for the most
appropriate logical path LP, to transmit the data across. As
noted before, the path usage values U, represent the percent
age of the network traffic a specific logical path LP, can

handle/manage effectively.
0095. In one embodiment of the present invention illus
trated by Example A Supra, step 410 identifies the path usage

value U, having the largest value (15%) not exceeding the

current network traffic. With selected LSPs of LSP 1 and

LSP 2 in Example A, the logical path having the largest usage

value U, (15%) is logical path LP, (i.e., LSP 1, EXP=7).

Thus, step 410 would attempt to send the most recently
received data from the first provider edge PE1 108 to the

second provider edge PE2 110 via logical path LP,7. Step

410 would also determine if sending the most recently
received data across the first network 102 via logical path

LP, would translate into managing more than 15% of the
that may be handled based on U). If logical path LP,

overall network traffic (i.e., the maximum percentage value

would end up managing more than 15% of the network traffic
as a result of routing the most recently received data, then step

410 identifies the next largest path usage value U., of 12%,
namely logical path LPs (i.e., LSP 2, EXP=3) in Example

A. Therefore, step 410 would transmit the most recently
received data from the first provider edge PE1 108 to the

second provider edge PE2110 via logical path LPs. Thus,

the logical path selected for transmitting the most recently
received data from the first provider edge PE1 108 to the
second provider edge PE2 110 is the logical path having the
0090 for i=1,2,..., I, andj=1,2,... J. After calculating

the weight per path W, step 408 calculates the credit perpath
C, for i=1,2,..., I andj=1,2,... J. The credit per path C,
is calculated according to the function:
C-1/W.

I0091) Finally after calculating the credit per path C, step
408 calculates the logical path usage U, for i=1,2,..., I and
j=1, 2, . . . J.
0092. The logical path usage U utilizes the path rate R,
weight per path W, and credit per path C, and the resulting
value derived will be used by the first provideredge PE1 108
to apportion the amount of traffic each logical path LP can
reasonably manage.

highest usage value U, such that said transmitting (from the

first provider edge PE1 108 to the second provider edge PE2
110) does not result in the selected logical path managing a
higher percentage of the network traffic than its usage value

U.
0096 FIG. 5 is a flow chart describing a process for trans
mitting the most recently received data from the first provider
edge PE1108 to the second provideredge PE2, inaccordance
with embodiments of the present invention. The process of
FIG. 5 comprises steps 501-503.
(0097 Step 501 sorts the logical paths of the selected LSPs
to generate a list of the logical paths in descending order of

usage value (i.e., in order of decreasing U, from highest U,
to lowest U).
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0098 Step 502 selects the first logical path on the list (i.e.,

the logical path having the highest usage value U.) for which

transmitting the most recently received data from the first
provider edge PE1 108 to the second provider edge PE2110
does not result in the selected logical path managing a higher

percentage of the network traffic than its usage value U.

0099 Step 503 transmits the most recently received data
from the first provider edge PE1 108 to the second provider
edge PE2110 via the logical path selected from the list.
0100. In one embodiment of the present invention, step
410 is completed after a period of time established by the end
user. In an alternative embodiment of the present invention,
step 410 is completed after a pre-defined fixed period of time
not being established by the end user. In another alternative
embodiment of the present invention, step 410 is completed
after a specific number of paths have been exhausted, the
specific number being provided by the end user.
0101. After completion of step 410, the method continues
with step 412 which comprises determining whether to recal
culate all network paths. In one embodiment of the present
invention, step 412 identifies whether data is received by the
first provider edge PE1 108 requiring transmission to the
second provider edge PE2110. If the first provider edge PE2
108 continues to receive data, step 412 returns a response of
“yes” and the method returns to step 408 to perform steps 408
through 412 again. However, if the first provider edge PE2
108 does not continue to receive data, step 412 returns a
response of no and the method ends.
0102. In an alternative embodiment of the present inven
tion, step 412 identifies whether data is currently being trans
mitted across the first network 102. If data is actively/cur
rently being transmitted across the first network 102, step 412
returns a response of yes and the method returns to step 408
to perform steps 408 through 412 again. However, if no data
is actively/currently being transmitted across the first network
102, step 412 returns a response of no and the method ends.
0103) In one embodiment of the present invention, the
method 400 is applied specifically to a multiprotocol label
switching network. The MPLS network comprises provider
edges (PEs) as well as provider routers (Ps). Furthermore the
MPLS comprises, interalia, a control plane and a data plane.
0104. The control plane in turn comprises: routing proto
cols (i.e. label discovery protocol or LDP; interior gateway
protocol or IGP, etc.); a label information base (LIB) which
contains label switched paths (LSPs); and a generic internet
protocol service level agreement (IPSLA) engine to measure
latency, jitter, and packet loss across the LSP.
0105. The data plane utilizes the result of the control
plane's calculations and IPSLA measurements to load bal
ance traffic from the incoming provider edge (PE) to the
outgoing provider edge (PE) across the multiple LSP.
0106. As already mentioned, in an alternate embodiment,
a networking based application recognition mechanism is
used in conjunction with the load sharing algorithm of the
present invention. Preferably, this mechanism is an IPNBAR
feature as well known by those skilled in the art. This com
ponent allows the PE to recognize the application originating
the traffic received from the CE (the end customer part of the
network). Additionally, a centralized database grouping the
traffic requirements by application is accessible by all MPLS
PEs of the service provider. And using a client/server request
mechanism, on a per on-demand basis, each PE requests the
centralized database and receives each specific traffic require
ments (delay, loss of packets, jitter).
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0107. On an incoming IP traffic, the ingress PE first
attempts to recognize the application originating the traffic
using the networking based application recognition mecha
nism. This feature enables recognition of an application based
on some specific traffic details such as the Layer 4 TCP/UDP
port couple or the Layer 5 first bytes payload.
0108. Then the ingress PE determines the application traf
fic requirements by requesting them to the centralized data
base grouping the traffic requirements by application.
0109 Based on the calculated IP SLAS, the ingress PE
next determines if one or multiple MPLS LSP SLAS match
the application traffic requirements.
0110. Next, the ingress PE forwards the traffic to each
matching LSP using the MPLS multiple LSP auto adaptable
load sharing algorithm.
0111 FIG. 6 is a flow chart describing a method for man
aging traffic in a network, inaccordance with embodiments of
the present invention. The method of FIG. 6 comprises steps
601-606.

(O112 Step 601 identifies I label switch paths P, (i=1,2,..
... I), each label Switch path P. beginning at a first provider
edge and ending at a second provider edge, wherein the first
provideredge and the second provideredge each reside in the
network, and wherein I is a total number of paths in the
network Such that I is a positive integer of at least 2.
I0113 For each label switch path P., (i=1,2,...,I), step 602

identifies J logical paths LP, (i-1,2,..., J), wherein J–2Y

Such that N is a positive integer of at least 2, and wherein said
J logical paths for the I label switch paths consist of Klogical
paths such that K=I*J;

(0.114) For each logical path LP, (i-1,2,..., I andj=1,2,
..., J), step 603 identifies jitter J, and packet delay D, and
packet loss L.
I0115 For each logical path LP, (i=1,2,..., I andj=1,2,
..., J), step 604 calculates a path usage U, as a function of
said J. and said D, and said L., wherein U, is a fraction
denoting a highest percentage of total network traffic that
logical path LP, can manage;
0116. In step 605, the first provider edge receives most
recent data;

0117 Step 606 transmits said received most recent data
from the first provider edge to the second provider edge via a
select logical path of the Klogical path Such that the selected
logical path comprises a highest path usage for which said
transmitting said received most recent data does not result in
the selected logical path managing a higher percentage of
network traffic than is dictated by said highest usage value
comprised by said selected logical path.
0118 FIG. 7 illustrates a computer system 700 which
facilitates a method for implementing adaptive load sharing
to balance network traffic, in accordance with embodiments

of the present invention.
0119 The computer system 700 comprises a processor
708, an input device 706 coupled to the processor 708, an
output device 710 coupled to the processor 708, and memory
devices 702 and 712 each coupled to the processor 708.
0.120. The input device 706 may be, a keyboard, a mouse,
a keypad, a touch screen, a voice recognition device, a sensor,
a network interface card (NIC), a Voice/video over Internet
Protocol (VoIP) adapter, a wireless adapter, a telephone
adapter, a dedicated circuit adapter, etc.
I0121 The output device 710 may be, a printer, a plotter, a
computer screen, a magnetic tape, a removable hard disk, a
floppy disk, a NIC, a VoIP adapter, a wireless adapter, a
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telephone adapter, a dedicated circuit adapter, an audio and/or
visual signal generator, a light emitting diode (LED), etc.
0122) The memory devices 702 and 712 may be a cache, a
dynamic random access memory (DRAM), a read-only
memory (ROM), a hard disk, a floppy disk, a magnetic tape,
an optical storage Such as a compact disc (CD) or a digital
video disc (DVD), etc. The memory device 712 includes a
computer code 714 which is a computer program that com
prises computer-readable instructions.
0123. The computer code 714 includes an algorithm used
for implementing adaptive load sharing to balance network
traffic according to the present invention. The processor 708
executes the computer code 714. The memory device 702
includes input data 704. The input data 704 includes input
required by the computer code 714. The output device 710
displays output from the computer code 714. Either or both
memory devices 702 and 712 (or one or more additional
memory devices not shown in FIG. 7) may be used as a
computer readable storage medium (or a computer readable
medium or a program storage device) comprising physical
matter and having a computer readable program embodied
therein and/or having other data stored therein, wherein the
computer readable program comprises the computer code
714. Generally, a computer program product (or, alterna
tively, an article of manufacture) of the computer system 700
may comprise said computer readable storage medium (or
said program storage device).
0.124. Any of the components of the present invention can
be deployed, managed, serviced, etc. by a service provider
that offers to deploy or integrate computing infrastructure
with respect to a process for implementing adaptive load
sharing to balance network traffic. Thus, the present invention
discloses a process for Supporting computer infrastructure,
comprising integrating, hosting, maintaining and deploying
computer-readable code into a computing system (e.g., com
puting system 700), wherein the code in combination with the
computing system is capable of performing a method for
implementing adaptive load sharing to balance network traf

I0128. While particular embodiments of the present inven
tion have been described herein for purposes of illustration,
many modifications and changes will become apparent to
those skilled in the art. Accordingly, the appended claims are
intended to encompass all Such modifications and changes as
falling within the true spirit and scope of this invention.

fic.

usage U, for each logical path LP, (i-1,2,..., I andj=1,2,
. . . . J) comprises:
calculating a path rate Rijas a second function of said J.
and said D, and said L.
if
calculating a weight per path (W) according to

0.125. In a commercial application, a service provider,
Such as a Solution Integrator, can offer to create, maintain,
Support, etc. a networking computer infrastructure for oper
ating the present invention of adaptive load sharing to balance
network traffic.

0126 While FIG. 7 shows the computer system 700 as a
particular configuration of hardware and Software, any con
figuration of hardware and Software, as would be known to a
person of ordinary skill in the art, may be utilized for the
purposes stated Supra in conjunction with the particular com
puter system 700 of FIG. 7. For example, the memory devices
702 and 712 may be portions of a single memory device rather
than separate memory devices. In addition, in one embodi
ment of the present invention the computer system 700 may
resemble a network router (i.e. provider edge router) and
facilitate a method for implementing adaptive load sharing to
balance network traffic.

0127. The present invention is a low cost implementation
solution, which is not CPU intensive and which does not

require huge memory size as there is no mapping done
between the traditional IP QOS parameters (DSCP prece
dence, TOS) and the EXP values. The present invention has
EXP setting without the need of an IP QOS/EXP mapping
table.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for managing traffic in a network, said method
comprising:
identifying I label switch paths P. (i-1,2,...,I), each label
Switch path P, beginning at a first provider edge and
ending at a second provider edge, wherein the first pro
vider edge and the second provider edge each reside in
the network, and wherein I is a total number of paths in
the network Such that I is a positive integer of at least 2;
for each label switch path P. (i=1,2,..., I), identifying J
logical paths LP, (i-1,2,...,J), wherein J–2Y such that
N is a positive integer of at least 2, and wherein said J
logical paths for the I label switch paths consist of K
logical paths such that K=I*J;

for each logical path LP, (i-1,2,..., I andj=1,2,...,J),
identifying jitter J, and packet delay D, and packet loss
Liji
for each logical path LP, (i-1,2,..., I andj=1,2,...,J),
calculating a path usage U, as a first function of said J.
and said D, and said L., wherein U, is a fraction
denoting a highest percentage of total network traffic
that logical path LP, can manage;

said first provider edge receiving most recent data; and
transmitting said received most recent data from the first
provider edge to the second provider edge via a selected
logical path of the Klogical path Such that the selected
logical path comprises a highest path usage for which
said transmitting said received most recent data does not
result in the selected logical path managing a higher
percentage of network traffic than is dictated by said
highest usage value comprised by said selected logical
path.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein said calculating the path

calculating a credit per path (C) according to C-1/W,
calculating C) according to

3. The method of claim 2, wherein R, is calculated accord
ing to R, D, *DN+J, *JN+L *LN; and
wherein DN, JN, and JN are proportionality constants for
calculating R,
4. The method of claim 3, wherein the method further

comprises:
said first provider edge receiving DN, JN, and JN as user

input for said calculating R,
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5. The method of claim 1, wherein said received most

recent data that is transmitted via the selected logical path
comprises a plurality of packets, wherein each packet com
prises aheader that includes an EXP field consisting of N bits,
and wherein the value of the N bits in the EXP field is the

value of pertaining to the selected logical path.
6. A computer program product, comprising a computer
readable storage medium having a computer readable com
puter readable program code stored therein, said program
code containing instructions that when executed by a proces
sor of a computer system implement a method for managing
traffic in a network, said method comprising:
identifying I label switch paths P, (i=1,2,...,I), each label
Switch path P, beginning at a first provider edge and
ending at a second provider edge, wherein the first pro
vider edge and the second provider edge each reside in
the network, and wherein I is a total number of paths in
the network Such that I is a positive integer of at least 2;
for each label switch path P. (i=1,2,..., I), identifying J

logical paths LP, (i-1,2,...,J), wherein J=2Y such that

N is a positive integer of at least 2, and wherein said J
logical paths for the I label switch paths consist of K
logical paths such that K=I*J;

for each logical path LP, (i-1,2,..., I andj=1,2,...,J),
identifying jitter J, and packet delay D, and packet loss
Liji
for each logical path LP, (i-1,2,..., I andj=1,2,...,J),
calculating a path usage U, as a first function of said J.
and said D, and said L., wherein U is a fraction
denoting a highest percentage of total network traffic
that logical path LP, can manage;

said first provider edge receiving most recent data; and
transmitting said received most recent data from the first
provider edge to the second provider edge via a selected
logical path of the Klogical path Such that the selected
logical path comprises a highest path usage for which
said transmitting said received most recent data does not
result in the selected logical path managing a higher
percentage of network traffic than is dictated by said
highest usage value comprised by said selected logical
path.
7. The computer program product of claim 1, wherein said

calculating the path usage U for each logical path LP, (i-1,
calculating a path rate Rijas a second function of said J.
and said D, and said L.
if
calculating a weight per path (W) according to

2. . . . . I and j=1,2,..., J) comprises:
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9. The computer program product of claim 8, wherein the
method further comprises:
said first provider edge receiving DN, JN, and JN as user

input for said calculating R,

10. The computer program product of claim 6, wherein said
received most recent data that is transmitted via the selected

logical path comprises a plurality of packets, wherein each
packet comprises aheader that includes an EXP field consist
ing of N bits, and wherein the value of the N bits in the EXP
field is the value of pertaining to the selected logical path.
11. A computer system comprising a processor coupled to
a computer-readable memory unit, said memory unit com
prising program code, said program code comprising instruc
tion that when executed by said processor, implement a
method for managing traffic in a network, said method com
prising:
identifying I label switch paths P. (i-1,2,...,I), each label
Switch path P. beginning at a first provider edge and
ending at a second provider edge, wherein the first pro
vider edge and the second provider edge each reside in
the network, and wherein I is a total number of paths in
the network Such that I is a positive integer of at least 2;
for each label switch path P., (i=1,2,..., I), identifying J

logical paths LP, (i-1,2,...,J), wherein J=2Y such that
N is a positive integer of at least 2, and wherein said J
logical paths for the I label switch paths consist of K
logical paths such that K=I*J;

for each logical path LP, (i-1,2,..., I andj=1,2,..., J),
identifying jitter J, and packet delay D, and packet loss
Liji
for each logical path LP, (i-1,2,..., I andj=1,2,...,J),
calculating a path usage U, as a first function of said J.
and said D, and said L., wherein U is a fraction
denoting a highest percentage of total network traffic
that logical path LP, can manage;

said first provider edge receiving most recent data; and
transmitting said received most recent data from the first
provider edge to the second provider edge via a selected
logical path of the Klogical path Such that the selected
logical path comprises a highest path usage for which
said transmitting said received most recent data does not
result in the selected logical path managing a higher
percentage of network traffic than is dictated by said
highest usage value comprised by said selected logical
path.
12. The computer system of claim 11, wherein said calcu

lating the path usage U, for each logical path LP, (i-1,2,..
... I and j=1,2,..., J) comprises:
calculating a path rate Rijas a second function of said J.
and said D, and said L.
calculating a weight per path (W) according to

calculating a credit per path (C.) according to C, 1/W:
calculating) according to

calculating a credit per path (C) according to C-1/W.
calculating C) according to
8. The computer program product of claim 7.

wherein R, is calculated according to R-D, *DN+J,
*JN+L *LN; and
wherein DN, JN, and JN are proportionality constants for
calculating R,

13. The computer system of claim 12,

wherein R, is calculated according to R, D, *DN+J,
*JN+L *LN; and
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wherein DN, JN, and JN are proportionality constants for

calculating R,

14. The computer system of claim 13, wherein the method
further comprises:
said first provider edge receiving DN, JN, and JN as user

input for said calculating R,

15. The computer system of claim 11, wherein said
received most recent data that is transmitted via the selected

logical path comprises a plurality of packets, wherein each
packet comprises aheader that includes an EXP field consist
ing of N bits, and wherein the value of the N bits in the EXP
field is the value of pertaining to the selected logical path.
16. A process for Supporting computer infrastructure, said
process comprising providing at least one Support service for
at least one of creating, integrating, hosting, maintaining, and
deploying computer readable program code in a computing
system, wherein the code in combination with the computing
system is configured to perform a method for managing traffic
in a network, said method comprising:
identifying I label switch paths P. (i-1,2,...,I), each label
Switch path P, beginning at a first provider edge and
ending at a second provider edge, wherein the first pro
vider edge and the second provider edge each reside in
the network, and wherein I is a total number of paths in
the network Such that I is a positive integer of at least 2;
for each label switch path P. (i=1,2,..., I), identifying J

logical paths LP, (i-1,2,...,J), wherein J=2Y such that

N is a positive integer of at least 2, and wherein said J
logical paths for the I label switch paths consist of K
logical paths such that K=I*J;

for each logical path LP, (i-1,2,..., I andj=1,2,...,J),
identifying jitter J, and packet delay D, and packet loss
Liji
for each logical path LP, (i-1,2,..., I andj=1,2,...,J),
calculating a path usage U, as a first function of said J.
and said D, and said L., wherein U is a fraction
denoting a highest percentage of total network traffic
that logical path LP, can manage;

said first provider edge receiving most recent data; and
transmitting said received most recent data from the first
provider edge to the second provider edge via a selected
logical path of the Klogical path Such that the selected
logical path comprises a highest path usage for which
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said transmitting said received most recent data does not
result in the selected logical path managing a higher
percentage of network traffic than is dictated by said
highest usage value comprised by said selected logical
path.
17. The process of claim 16, wherein said calculating the

path usage U, for each logical path LP, (i-1,2,..., I andj=1,
2. . . . . J) comprises:
calculating a path rate Rijas a second function of said J.
and said D, and said L.
if
calculating a weight per path (W) according to

calculating a credit per path (C) according to C-1/W.
calculating C) according to

18. The process of claim 17,

wherein R, is calculated according to R, D, *DN+J,
f*JN+L*LN; and
wherein DN, JN, and JN are proportionality constants for
calculating R,
19. The process of claim 18, wherein the method further
comprises:
said first provider edge receiving DN, JN, and JN as user

input for said calculating R,

20. The process of claim 19, wherein said received most
recent data that is transmitted via the selected logical path
comprises a plurality of packets, wherein each packet com
prises aheader that includes an EXP field consisting of N bits,
and wherein the value of the N bits in the EXP field is the

value of pertaining to the selected logical path.
c
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